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HOT OFF THE BENCH PRESS
News update from IDRI, the Infectious Disease Research Institute
INTRODUCING IDRI'S 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
Each year, IDRI offers our community of donors,
supporters and partners a report on our progress
through the past year and a look to the future.
We invite you to
read our 2014
Annual Report,
where you'll learn
about our focus on
transferring our
technology into
countries where
the infectious
disease burden is
Up-and-coming scientists Quinton Dowling highest to enable
and Lucien Barnes are profiled in IDRI's in-country
annual report, demonstrating our
development and
commitment to training.
production.

Nearly 150 Travel the World with IDRI
It's not that often that you
get a chance to virtually
"travel" the world in the
course of a few hours,
while also hearing from
leading infectious disease
experts.
The second annual
"Around the World with
IDRI" Celebration on Oct.
16 featured food, drink
and entertainment from
India, South Africa and
Brazil, with IDRI scientists
discussing our work in
David Roberts looks on as a
those countries. And our
guest looks through the
expert panel of global
microscope.
health leaders, including
Steve Reed, Frank Prendergast and Bruce Carter led
a discussion focused on emerging, as well as ageold, infectious diseases. Read more.

Hands-On Science for the Family
Looking for a great
weekend activity for the
whole family? Stop by
and see IDRI scientists at
the eighth annual Life
Sciences Research
Weekend Nov. 7-9 at the
Pacific Science Center.
We'll show you how to
pipette, how the immune
system works and why
vaccines are important!

Starting your holiday
shopping early?
IDRI benefits from the
Amazon Smile Foundation
when you purchase online
through Amazon. Use this link to shop and
support IDRI!

IDRI WINS GLOBAL HEALTH AWARD

Tanya Parish and Rob Lin proudly display IDRI's
award as top Global Health Organization.

And the award goes to ... IDRI!
IDRI was honored to be named as the
recipient of the inaugural Outstanding Global
Health Organization by the Washington
Global Health Alliance earlier this month.

Quick Links
"Infectious Insights" Blog
IDRI in the News

The award, voted on a panel of global health
leaders, recognizes a Washington statebased organization making an
"exceptional impact on improving global
health equity." Read more.
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